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SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
TELEPHONE SHOW
January 17, 2004
Maitland Civic Center
641 S. Maitland Ave.
Maitland, Florida
Registration: $5.00
Tables: $20.00
Please send money for
Registration & Tablets} to:
PAUL MIKULA
650 E. Chapman Ct. • Oviedo, FL 32765
There will be a Friday afternoon/evening
(Jan. 16) Reception at Paul & Kathy
Mikula's home. Also on Sunday afternoon
(Jan. 18) Paul Linker will have a "Telephone
Party/BBQ" at his home in St. Pete. Maps
to his home will be at the Show.

Looks like a
basket-case,
but check
out the find
on Page 2!

Photo Postcard submitted by: Jose Luis Rubio, #4033, E. Munioz
810, 11300 Montevideo, Uruguay
JLR1JLR@ADINET.COM.UY
MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com
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From the Listserv ...

ROBERT GEORGE, No. 4088
P.O. Box 946
Cardiff by the Sea, CA 92007
Tel: (760) 497-9753
JACQUELINE ACTON, No. 3029A
(wife of John Acton)
DONN McMORRAN, No., 4089
11 High St.
Deep River, CT 06417
Tel: (860) 526-4491
CRAIG DUNTON, No. 4090
26384 170th St.
New Richland, MN 56072
Tel: (507) 465-8282

QUESTION: By the way, what is the purpose
of those Ll-digit AE dials? They are the same
size as a regular AE dial .... John Hui
ANSWER: The dials made by AE that have
11 holes, with the letter "A" in the last hole
were specific to switching apparatus on radio
transmitters and receivers. Dialing "A" reset
the switch and also the synchronous indicators
(synchro-motors with a meter face) that were
mounted alongside the dials.

Jim Gavigan of Clamar, Alberta, Canada submitted the below photo of a very
unusual Williams switchboard. John
Huckeby bought this board just south of
Ft. Wayne, IN. It was the original board
used by the Nine Mile Telephone Company. When Huckeby bought it, several
bells were cracked, the wood was VERY
dirty and in need of more than just an easy
refinish job. The cords were also in very
bad condition (see photo on Page 1). Jim
is rightfully proud of his finished product.

ADDRESS CHANGES
TIM SANSOUCIE, No. 3550
P.O. Box 35
Caledonia, MO 63631
DAVID OLSEN, No. 571
2120 S. Palm Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92264
JACQUE LINSCOTT BARNES, No. 1978
3557 Nicklaus Dr.
Titusville, FL 32780
CHARLES & JEANNETTE McALLISTER,
No. 2281(A
6 Devon Place
Forked River, NJ 08731
R. WILTFONG
20425 W. 103 Terr.
Olathe, KS 66061
Tel: (913) 782-0607
JIM & CARMEN MORALES, No. 3848
P.O. Box 5150
Hilo, HI 96720
Tel: (916) 599-3240
ROBIN BLACK
312 N. Vine
Abilene, KS 67410

FROM THE OFFICE ...
Thanks to many of you for sending in your
2004 dues so promptly! If you haven't already
sent them in, please be sure to include your current address and phone number. We will be
printing a new membership list next spring
from this information.
I have had many calls lately with valuation
questions and items for sale. Thanks for your
help with these when I forward them on to the
listserv.
I did hear that our youngest member, Tommy Mulloy, age 10, had the opportunity to attend the San Jose Show! Glad to have you in
the group, Tommy!
Happy Holidays to everyone!
Cindy Goldsmith
Office Manager

Want To Be A BIG
Help To Cindy? . . .
Send In Your
Dues Today!
DECEMBER 2003
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TELEPHONE PIONEER MUSEUM
OF NEW MEXICO

by Susie Turner, Museum Publicist
History of the old west and the telephone's part in it comes
alive in the Telephone Pioneer Museum of New Mexico. In 1881,
the first telephone exchange in New Mexico was established in
Las Vegas, new Mexico. It was in this bustling little town, at
the end of the railroad expansion up to that date, that the legacy
of the telephone people of New Mexico began.
The "museum" was just a room set up by the Mountain States
Telephone & Telegraph Co. Public Relations in 1961. The Pioneer
Room, as it was known, was dedicated to coincide with New Mexico's Fiftieth Anniversary of Statehood, the 50th Anniversary
of the Telephone Pioneers of America, and the Museum's opening in Albuquerque, NM. Throughout the 70s and 80s the
Pioneer Room moved to different locations around the city. With
help from co-workers, the current Chairperson of the Board of
Directors, Gigi Galassini, continued to add interesting items
salvaged from nearby offices closed or being renovated. Other
individuals saved different telephones and equpment from being destroyed too. After retiring, Gigi embarked on a mission
to find a permanent, suitable home for the collection. So in 1990
Gigi started making calls and writing letters finally "landing"
the building she always dreamed of as being a museum.
The perfect place for the Museum was the 1906 AT&T building
located in the heart of Albuquerque's downtown business hub.
The front section was abandoned and was not up to modern
building codes. The building was brought up to code and even
refaced on the outside of the building to resemble the original
1906 architecture. In December Of1996 the three-story building
which had been vacant since 1983 was ready! After six months
of countless hours of volunteer work, the museum welcomed its
first visitors!
The history within the three floors is incredible. The uniqueness of this museum is that it not only holds hundreds of
phones, telephone equipment, historical exhibits, a gift shop,
historical photographs, and wonderful murals; but it is totally
operated by volunteers! Most are retired "telephone-people,"
some are community citizens entrenched in the history of the
State and interested in the city's development. It receives no
funding from any telephone company nor any from any volunteer
groups. It relies totally on donations! Since opening, more than
4000 visitors have visited each year; including seniors from local
retirement homes, university-level architectural students,
elementary school children, and tourists from as far away as
Poland and Hong Kong.
The museum is managed by a nine-member board composed
of three persons from each of the old Bell System entities of
AT&T, Western Electric Company and Mountain Bell. It
operated with no paid staff, relying instead on 69 volunteers,
who do everything from greeting visitors and conducting tours
to dusting, gluing, vacuuming, painting and carpentry. Each
volunteer gives a day a month (10 am - 2 pm) to the Museum.
In 1998, the museum received the honor of Albuquerque's Convention and Visitor's Bureau Hospitality Award, an annual
honor bestowed on the business or organization that helps promote and revitalize Albuquerque.
Children today are awed by a rotary telephone set and are
thrilled at the old string and can telephone set that was popular
yesteryear. In the Museum's Learning Center, children are allowed to be really connected! They are taught how to operate a switchboard by actually connecting the calling party to the called
party. The field phones also give them a GI Jane and GI Joe
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experience in operating actual field phones. A "Stepper Switch"
that is connected to designline telephones like Elvis, Mickey
Mouse, Goofy, Barbie and a Harley Davidson, works in full view
to show connections being made. Lessons of electricity and
magnets, as well as seeing the oscilloscope, make it quite fun
to learn about the telephone and other items of communication.
The object of the Learning Center is not to educate, but to inspire inventing!
The Research Center was created to be used by the public in
seeking information using old New Mexico telephone directories
or magazines printed as far back as 1912. Annual Reports of
the Bell System back in the early 1900's are also available for
research.
Switchboards date back to 1882 which were small and Were
used in the rural farm communities, often in someone's home.
In 1900 most operators in New Mexico made a salary of 10¢an
hour and were "on duty" 24-hours a day! The "hero" of New
Mexico was such an operator and is depicted in one of the
Museum's audio exhibits. This "hero" was actually an operator
in Folsom, New Mexico in 1908 when a devastating flood tore
through the town in the early morning hours. This exhibit resurrected her story for all to remember the bravery and courage
of operators everywhere who stayed at their phones to serve the
public. The sound and lighting effects of this exhibit make it
worth taking five minutes longer at the museum.
The Columbus, New Mexico exhibit is just as exciting. It
displays three parts of the story of Pancho Villa's 1916 raid on
the small border town of Columbus and how the local operator,
with her baby clinging to her, called the cavalry to save the small
town. The sound effects and lighting here are great! The switchboard used in this exhibit is the actual switchboard used by
this heroic operator!
The museum acts as a learning center to educate and display
the what, when, and how of communications as well as preserving the history and legacy of the many people who gave a big
part of their lives during their working years to the telephone
industry. Thanks to early leaders like Theodore Vail, service has
always been valued in the telephone industry. The "Spirit of Service" mural depicts the tireless efforts of telephone-man Angus
MacDonald in the 1888 blizzard that hit New York City and
Boston. There is a proud display of insulators and cable from
coaxial to fiber optic used today and even a full-sized telephone
pole fully equipped for all to see how a lineman works aloft.
The newest audio exhibits lead the visitor through Alexander
Bell's laboratory, the first Transcontinental Call by Watson and
Bell, the First Transatlantic Cable plaed by the H.M.S. Monarch
ship, the teletype and message of the John F. Kennedyassassination newscript (actually coming over the teletype machine as
it did that fateful day), the Telstar communications satellite exhibit, and an exhibit depicting the story of the Breakup of the
Bell System.
The Route 66 Room exhibits telephones used along Route 66
in New Mexico showing the actual switchboards, telephone
equipment and telephones used in businesses along US 66 in
New Mexico in the early 1900s.
If you plan to visit Albuquerque. call 842-2937 or Gigi at
505-292-9833 to be sure you can see the Museum. It's worth the
trip!
Submitted by Gigi Galassini, #3287
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There are a few ways to repair
bakelite. The following methods
have worked for some collectors, but
mayor may not work for you.

For larger cracks and holes I use JB
I

weld. You can buy it at auto parts houses.
mix the two materials and fill the void. 24

hrs later I sand to exact surface level so don't
put too much to begin with but make sure the
bubbles are gone. Then I color the surface
with a black markerpen and finish off the
piece with a bright luster black shoe wax job.

Jay Neale

is a devotee of Black

Max. I bought some, but ended up sending
to him. It is a two part product,
black (II), and somewhat

2)
(Krazy)

it

like epoxy,

costly. I think the 3

ounces I sent him with the hardener
about $ 30.

was

I frequently use fingernail glue
in the bake lite crack and then place

the item in a clamp or vice, VERY gently,
overnight.
This usually fuses the parts and
then sandpaper or other light abrasive
followed by Novus and buffing does a real
nice job.
3)
You might also try scraping
shavings off a broken receiver, mixing with an
epoxy, and forcing into the crack. I have had
good luck doing this in the past. It can then
be sanded and buffed without

the need to add

color. I have also used Liquid Steel and J B
Weld with success.
Frankly, I believe the
shavings and epoxy approach is the best for
coming out with an original looking finish,
however, it will depend on the damage,
location, etc. as to which might be the best
approach

4)
You can buy this dye and have a
very nice match to black bakelite.
http://IY,,\\.bnm
Ill: lis. com/Product/
[Xurul1l).:taiL@'I'nxul1lIFOl! I03C)(Xl I&CalU!.mlI )=()
These products work very well too. I have
use ACRAGLAS GEL for 20 years and
works well for color sets tool I have even
used it for cast iron repair. Sand blast it and
paint it and one can't tell. Machines nicely
too.
5)
Thought I'd post th is. as it may be
of interest to others.
I did a few experiments and came up with what I consider to
be a pretty decent repair material for black
bakelite handsets. handset caps. screw on
mouthpieces. and magneto crank handles.
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on something

handset cap, and forced into the spherical
contour, and screwed in place with the same

combinations

that works well.

Along the

way, I had tried mixing the dust with J.B.
Weld, superglue,

superglue

gel, and several

piece was screwed

plastic.

The plastic

onto the front of the

3 screws in the same 3 holes as the drilling
template later would be.
Once I was
convinced that the plastic was right, I poured
in the mixture, and let it harden.
To my great

dustlsuperglue
mixture.
But even it was too
brittle to file and drill very well once

surprise, once I removed the plastic "mold
piece", the front of the handset cap was a

hardened.

perfect smooth spherical surface
color and texture of the original.

Then, after some more head

the exact
Then, the

scratching, I went to the local Discount Auto
store, and bought a small fiber glass repair
kit. I took myoid black bakelite pan handle,

drilling template bolted right up, and the 12
holes were drilled. One has to look very
close at the outside of this cap, to even see

and put it back in the vise, and took

the repair. Looking at the inside is another
story, because there, you can see the top of

the rat tail file and made some more fine dust
for the next experiment.
Putting a small cake
tin under the vise catches the dust, as it is
filed off of the pan handle.

the poured material that was not molded

in

any way.
The second repair job was a

Note: you could

probably
bakelite.

find many sources of the old black
Old broken up mouthpieces would

mouthpiece

be good.
available,
telephone

But the pan handle is what I had
and it is very nearly the same as the
parts I was working on.

again with the plastic from the 3M tape
container. Only this time, there was no place
to screw it on, so I had to use some wooden

Anyway,
black dust collected

once I had enough

of the

from filing on the pan

for an old Leich transmitter,

had a big chip knocked

clothespins
curves.

out of it.

that

Same deal

to clamp it on, and form it to the

After getting the angle just right, so

handle, I mixed a small amount of it with the
clear fiber glass resin. Once that is thor-

the material would flow in, and not run out, I
mixed up a batch, poured it in, and came back

oughly mixed, the consistency can be changed
by either adding more dust, or more resin.
You want it to pour and flow, but also to have
enough dust to be dense enough to be like the
original material.
Once the mixture is right,

2 hours later. Had to sand a lot on inside
surface of mouthpiece, as that was the top of
the poured part. The outside conformed to
the plastic mold, and again is the exact color
and texture of the original. The end result is a

then add a few drops of hardener, and mix
well.
Then pour into whatever little mold

away looks just as it should.

you have set up.

After a few hours, this

stuff is hard as nails, but not real brittle.

It

files and drills and works nicely. It also
adheres well to roughed up areas of th ings
that are to be repaired.
The amounts I made
were quite small. I mixed up all of my test
batches

for you.

After trying several

not stick to th is smooth

varieties of epoxy glue. Although many of
these mixtures were hopeful, none hardened
into anything very good. The best was the

From Chuck Richards
I)

of finely ground black bakelite dust mixed
with a variety of different types of glue, I hit

in a small container

about the size of

mouthpiece

that from more than a few inches

The third repair piece was the
crank handle from the same Leich wall
magneto

phone.

This handle was broken off

about a third of the way from the inside,
where. it tapers down.
I removed the pin and
got the remains of the cylindrical black crank
handle off.
I took a waxed paper strip, and
wound

it around the handle to create a place

a bottle cap.
So far, I have used this repair

to pour the mixture

material on three things, all with very good
success. The first was the transm itter cap for
a North Electric set from 1941. (North
Galion, the one that looks like a wide 302 sort
of) ... this cap had a dime sized hole punched
in it courtesy of UPS. The hole was right in
the center of the many small holes in the
middle of the cap. To get it right. I had to
make a sheet steel drilling template of the hole
pattern, so the 12 missing holes could be redrilled. This template screwed onto the cap
using 3 of the existing holes outside of the
damaged area. #2-56 screws just fit through
the holes. to hold the drilling template on for
proper registration.
Getting the shape of the
poured mixture was done with some smooth
plastic pieces cut out of a 3M electrical tape
container.
The fiberglass resin mixture will

end with a wooden dowel that had paraffin
wax rubbed on the end.
The waxed paper
and the paraffin are to keep the mixture from
sticking.
Once that was ready, I stood it up
in the vise, and poured the stuff in. After
2.5 hours, I unwrapped the waxed paper, and
took the dowel out. Again, it was a seamless
repair. Put the piece in the lathe, and
reproduced the original tapered curve using
another good crank handle for reference.
Once the outside was right, I buffed it up in
the lathe with tine steel wool. Then, still in
the lathe, the hole was drilled through the
new material for the crank pin.
Then, the
handle was assembled back onto the crank, in
the vise, and the pin was reseated.
All of these repairs, the resin, and
the experiments were paid for by the

in.

I plugged the other
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insurance from the damaged North Electric
phone.
(That at least took some of the sting
out of that deal.) Essentially, I got a free

nice lustrous black. Rub some in and let it
dry, then rub it well. Next polish it with
Novus #2 and/or buff an a wheel. The

I was pleased with this. I have tried ground up
bakelite pieces, black plastic, and have even

phone out of the deal, and some valuable
education to boot.

Novus or buffmg wax will seal in the

polish with wet and dry to. match the original
finish, but this technique was definitely

color, which will not came off (try wiping
the cap with a white T-shirt, you will

I hope someone out there can use
this information someday, to fix some black
bakelite parts.
I suggest making up a few

see)

test batches of the dust/resin mix first, to get
the hang of the rnoldability, hardening time,
etc. Make enough so that you can file it, and
drill it.

It's really fun stuff to work with.

It

with standard

not. have any Novus

so I buffed.

have a set of Novus ordered.

added, this is why I add the hardener

last,

only thing I wished
was sanded mare.
impatient.

some of you have already done this, or
something very similar.

formula.

slightly thicker cyanoacrylate

I would have done

phones.

I was too. excited and

don't

and I

end. Then get a pair of needlenose pliers and
unscrew that post you see that is pinning the
core to the hard rubber-it's
that post sticking

I want to describe a recent

up on the inside of the rec. about a 1/16 "

but it was

and usually has a flattened end.
that and take it aut. Remove

Anyway,

screw and pull the tap cap out with the wires
connected to the top terminals. Next get a
crescent wrench and unscrew the main care
aut by gently spanning across the bobbins
with the wrenchand turning counterclockthe shell tightly and wa-Ia!!

JI

my cousin gave me some alder

I have always found it difficult to unsolder the
wires from the coil end and pull them up the
receiver shell. The harder part is getting those
wires back dawn. I have to. admit I have had
same that went very easily. I have used JB
weld to. "glue" the pieces back together and
then use a very fine emery paper to take it
dawn. I then color all of it with a black
marker and finish with black shoe polish to a
high gloss and they look great!
Combine

the above with the article in the

December

200 I issue of the ATCA newsletter

Jonathan Finder

wrote

"First sand the cap with coarse
sandpaper (closed coat,
followed by increasingly
the cap has been sanded
has a whitish appearance

#360,.applied
wet,
fine grades). Once
and allowed to dry, it
... Not at all what

one wants for color! It's quite dull, too. So
haw do. you get a nice glassy black color back.
After:

Much

better.

must be credited
black shoe polish!

The secrets?

to. Dennis
It restores
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This tip

Owens:
the bakelite to a

hales, then I mixed the two. epoxy
components, the filler and hardener

I

material, then I waited until it was still
fluid, but, like the consistency of fudge
just before you pour to beat the fudge, and
I used a wetted finger to. essentially mold
the material smoother into the hales. The
working time is about doubled by mixing
the black toner in the exoxy. After about
15 minutes, I used a small file to cut the
rough edges off and smooth up. I then
used 240 grit Wet and Dry body sand
paper to initially smooth, then up to. 400
grit, 1000 grit, and I polished it with 2000
The repair was excellent

in my

way of thinking, and the match with the
original bake lite is the best I have seen in
with various

materials.

all up. It'll either harden or thicken

Anyway

so much

you can't get it out of the bottle. Keeping
the fridge helps, butnot
let it come to. roam

it in

a lot, and you should

temp before using.

'spritz'

with the kicker (try it on an inconspat first as the kicker may attack

some plastics). The glue will set instantly and
you may be able to. avoid clamping, although
it's still wise to wait a while before applying
stress to. the joint.
McMaster-Carr
(w\\w.mcmastcr.com)
lists it for $3.72 a tube. This outfit is worth
knowing about. They sell all sorts of odd
screws and hardware.

at a I

to. I ratio, then I added a like amount of
the toner mixture to the epoxy and mixed
well. I then filled the hales with the

working

bottle may go. stale long before you can use it

spicuous

cemented four of the 6 major pieces of the
receiver case together using "Wal-Mart
purchased" 60 second "two component
mix" epoxy. I still had two hales in the
side of the receiver wall. I went in the
receiver with masking tape to. seal off the

grit paper.

in a 3 gram tube for - $3 to. $7 dollars. Unless
you do a lot of black/Bakelite repairs, a loz

benefit from the use of an accelerator or
'kicker' to. speed the curing process. This can
usually be found at the same place you get the
glue. Apply the glue, fit the pieces, and

for it is

Here is how the repair went.

John Dresser

of

Mast super glue work can also

magnetic black copy machine toner
powder the other night and said he
thought it would be a good color match.
This black toner material must be a
mixture afmagnetite
and carbon,
magnetic, and very black.

my

who. works at Granger.

(google search far "black max 380" and loctite)

Unscrew

the top

me $20.00

it through

Large hobby shops and a number

diameter

that

want to use too much.
It is NOT cheap, casting

an line hobby dealers sell Black Max 380

missing a few pieces and broken near the
top of the receiver (card enter area).

Second part from

Be VERY careful around soft plastic

ex's husband

that had a broken receiver case in
6 pieces. I did know it was broken,
asked the lady to send all pieces.
I was lucky, for the majar parts, the

back and front were unbroken,

(super glue), and

far a l oz, bottle, and I bought

better than any ather repair I have done.
today
about
and I
Well,

by Loctite

phone bodies however, as it does kind of
"melt" the 2 parts together so. you certain Iy

received a early WE Oak Wall Phone

wise gripping

It is made and marketed

Corp., and is officially called "Black Max
380"; catalog part number 38050. It is a black,

repair (today to be exact) that worked

First cut the fine wires to the coils. Cut near
the soldered wire end not close to. the bobbin

I have tried.

does just fine on bakelite and black plastic

I usually fix any bakelite stuff

John Infurna

First part from

I now

Again the

that has even a chance of repairing,
am always searching far the ideal

Repair OST receiver

to. anything

superior

Black max 380

From Bennett Young
I tried John Dresser's suggestion
of the black marker then shoe polish. I did

was

Probably

repair areas with satin paint, then

use."

starts to set up fast once the hardener
after getting the mixture just so.

covered

worked

with Western

(Anyone
Electric

knows about add screws!)
have *na* minimum order,

who ever
equipment

Best of all, they

There is a formulation of cyanoacrylate glue that is specifically far plastics.
It is called "plastic surgery"
It works well
with mast plastics, but probably not ideal far
a few. I don't know about how it does on
phones.
automotive

A two-part black epoxy adhesive or
body filler (aka bondo) are two

possibilities that came to. mind. Either should
be available at a good hardware stare or auto.
parts dealer.
With either method, I'd first use a
file or 'Dremel'
tool to carefully put a little
taper in the hale for the filler to grab an to..
Make the hale a little bigger on the outside
than it is on the inside. Then cover the hole
from the outside with tape (masking tape ar
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heavy-duty packaging tape should work) and
apply the filler from the inside.
When the filler has fully cured, remove
the tape and sand flush. With the black epoxy,
you might be able to get away with leaving it at
that, after a final buffing. With hondo you'll need
to paint. On something you're going to paint,
minor surface imperfections in the patch and
elsewhere can. be filled with a product called
•glazing putty', which is used by auto body
shops and plastic model builders for just that
purpose. Glazing putty is generally very slow to
dry, so be sure and let it harden fully before final
sanding.
As always, experiment on a junk
phone or in an inconspicuous place inside the set
to determine material compatibility and practice
your technique.
A good hobby shop is a great asset for
the phone restorer. Check out the adhesives,
paints, fillers, and other finishing products used
by plastic model builders. Hobby shop cyanoacrylate (CA or 'crazy glue') is, IMHO,
superior to the drug store variety and it's
available in different viscosities (thin for cracks,
thick for filling gaps). They'll also have the
accelerator or 'kicker' used to instantly set the
CA adhesives. Some shops keep the CA under
the counter so be Sure to ask if you don't see it
on the shelf. (I guess that way they don't have to
worry about ungluing careless customers from
the store fixtures.)

EDUCATIONAL

I~----------Thanks to

Gllry Goff & Hill Belden
for another great regional show

~--'"""

If you have a method that works well for you
repair, share it with the membership.

Gary reported that nearly 100 collectors passed through the doors on Nov. 8. The
San Jose show is evidence that if you are willing
to host, the collectors will show up.

How can you help Cindy, our Office Manager??? Send in your renewal card toda to ArCA, P.O. Box 1252, McPherson, Kansas 67460
DECEMBER 2003
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World

By
Gary D. Goff, #1425
Keeping track of telephone numbers and having easy
access to them must have been high priority during the
first half of the twentieth century as there were scores
of address keeping devices made for attaching to telephones. It was also a great advertising vehicle since
most of these devices carried the names of the businesses that provided them to their customers.
Some of the first seen are those that hung
from the mouthpiece of a candlestick telephone while
others were produced in the thirties or forties for
attachment to desksets. This month's attachment is
one of the latter.
The TELEDEX, described as "todoy's greatest telephoning time saver," is by design a "window
shade" variety very similar to those that hung from the
mouthpiece of a deskstand or wall set. This item has a
patent number, no doubt due to the attachment apparatus, and appears to have been made for the W.E.
302 although it would no doubt fit most any rectangular base. The size of the under-phone bracket strongly
suggests that it would not fit on a rounded base. The
bracket attachment appears to be of a "friction" type
with no other mechanical connections to the base or
housing of the phone.
Though I have not examined each and every
hanging "window shade" type address device, I don't
believe that most of them could be disassembled to
permit the typing of names and numbers. My former
secretary would have been one of those who was constantly removing the paper roller to add or delete entries using the typewriter. For those not interested in
the removal feature, writing on the pad using the underlying surface was far easier than removing the
hanging variety from the phone and pull ing out the pad
against spring tension. Oh what we went through to
use the freebies!
Thanks to Rob Baxter of British Columbia for
sharing this interesting attachment. If you like the
photos, thank Rob.
DIRECTIONS FOR ATTACHII(G
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-----------IADVERTISEMENTSIr-----------GARY GOFF
3805 Spurr Circle
Brea, CA 92823
Tel: (714) 528-3561
E-mail: ggoff@telis.org
FOR SALE
Western Electric #300K oak magneto, nice condition, five-bar mag. crank, etc., $40 •
Western Electric PINK 500 set, dated 9/66.
Rotary, totally original, cut-off line cord, very
small crack in receiver cap barely visible on one
edge, 114 inch. Color is near perfect and
uniform. This set is a real beauty, free of
scrapes, scratches, etc., and the bezel around
the dial is the same color as the housing,
$60 • Rubber bottom gaskets for AE
desk sets, made just like the originals, $10 each
ppd., two for $19 • Western Electric #43F
Extension Ringer, oak, black bells, beautiful
condition, perfect original W.E. decal, $50 •
Professionally printed copy of Dommer's Book,
spiral bound, 24 # stock, $35 to your door •
Original NOS W.E. mouthpiece, $28 • W.E.
307 - H7 set, beautiful condition, original cloth
cords that are like new, no dial. This is the rural

302-type set with five-conductor line cord,
$50 • Automatic Electric Type 32 subset for
sidetone or antisidetone
use with any
candlestick or other phone without a network.
This is unit in perfect condition (see photo), $40
plus shipping.

WANTED
Information about the telephone address book
attachment pictured below. The unit is called
a Tele-Tally and has a cartoon drawing of
small birds in the upper left corner. It sn;
on the front of a Western Electric 302 or similar
deskset. I am missing an inside part and am
looking for one to copy.

Bill Provencher continued
to host a fantastic regional
show. Sixty-five members
attended the show that
continues to be a great
place to find some
rare pieces.

DECEMBER 2003
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-----------IADVERTISEMENTsll-----------DAVID MASSEY
2853 Spicewood Lane
Kennesaw. GA 30152
(770) 426-5715
ail: belltelephone@bellsouth.net
BELL SYSTEM MOVIES ON DVD-R DISCS
VOLUME 1
Mr. BeU .• 1947. Dramatization of the invention
of the telephone; Run time: 16:32;B&W. Sound
Story Without End. 1950. Postwar expansion
of telephone service made possible by development of microwave radio transmission and the
transistor; Run time: 18:08. B&W. Sound
Speeding Speech, 1950s. Automation in the
telephone industry dispenses with operator
long distance dialing to complete calls faster;
Run time: 10:06. B&W. Sound
The Nation At Your Fingertips. 1951. How
direct long distance dialing made the U.S. a
smaller place. and how instantaneous direct
communication between Americans without
. tan becam
ibl R tim
opera to r asSIS ce
e POSSI e; un
e:
10 19 B&W S
d
:.
• oun
Far Speaking. 1935. History of telephone
development from 1877 to 1935; Run time:
10:31. B&W. Sound
Bell Labs Innovations. Neat overview of Bell
Telephone laboratories history - modern
multimedia production; Run time. 6:15. Color.
Sound
VOLUME 2
Just Imagine, 1947, Animated character "Tommy Telephone" produces a telephone by
assembling 433 separate parts; Run time:
10:27, B&W. Sound
tury 21 Calling. 1964, Romp through the
. tic landscape of the Seattle World's Fair.
red in the Bell System pavilion; Run time:
13:56. Color. Sound
Once Upon a Honeymoon. 1956. Delightful
musical made to promote color telephones as
a decorator accessory in the home; Run time:
14:28. Color. Sound
Your Life Work - Telephone and Telegraph.
1946. Telecommunications workers in the
analog era; Run time: 10:32. B&W. Sound
How To Use the Dial Telephone. 1927. Training film for users of the new dial telephones;
Run time: 7:07, B&W, Silent
Operator Toll Dialing _ Cord Signals/Dialing/Teamuiork, 1949, Instructional films for
I h
B&W S
d
te ep one operators.
• oun
VOLUME 3
Heritage For Victory - Western Electric
History. black and white film with sound on
the history of Western Electric
World Trade Center, Western Electric. produced sometime in the 1970·s. Shows construction
Ce
of the Wor ld Tra d enter
along with the
Western Electric installers putting in the switching equipment. cables. etc. Nice look back
at the way things were before 9-11. Note: The
producer of this film either lost the audio track
or they never got around to putting the audio
track on the film. so there is no sound to this
movie.
Touch-a-matic 12. Employee motivation film to
train employees on how to sell the new Western
Electric Touch-a-matic auto-dialer.
,{, e Talk, 1965, show the varied forms of
•
.nunications used by commercial air carriers in confirming reservations, preparing aircraft for flight. monitoring aircraft in flight and
maintaining air-to-ground contact. With good
imagery of passenger airline operations at the
moment when air travel was just becoming a

DECEMBER 2003

mass phenomenon; Run time: 21:28. Color.
Sound
AAT&T Website Sprockets short film clips:
- Mobile Telephone
- Animated phone assembly
- Laser
_ Dial Service
- Switchboards
VOLUME 4
Finding His Voice. 1929. Cartoon showing how
sound motion pictures work. produced by a
company that was an innovator in the field.
Story by W.E. Erpi (pseudonym for Western
Electric. Electrical Research Products Inc.);
Run time: 1 0:38. B&W. Sound
The Big Bounce. 1960. The story of the Echo
communications satellite project. and how
scientists learned to bounce a radio signal off
a big balloon; Run time: 14:23. Color. Sound
We Learn About the Telephone. 1965. A young
man sketches a generic human (3Mr. Man2)
who takes us back through history to show us
how humans developed a need to communicated and the devices to do so. Then
shows us how telephones enable the modem
mid-Sixties world; Run time: 22:32. Color.
Sound
The Town and the Telephone. ca. late 1950's.
Employee orientation film for telephone company workers explaining structure and corporate values of the Bell System. With excellent footage of communications workers and
everyday life. in Technicolor; Run time: 27:21.
Color, Sound
VOLUME 5
Spirit of Service - Produced by one of the local
Bell companies in the mid-1970' s showing bits
and pieces of the 100 year history of the
telephone with emphasis on the Spirit of
Service.
AT&T Divestiture Announcement. January 8,
1982 "Chronicle News Update". an internal TV
program watched by Bell System employees.
This 48 minute long program covers the
divestiture announcement to the employees
and fields questions from the press.
VOLUME 6
Dial Comes To Town. date not know. possible
1940·s. Produced for the Bell System - Dial
telephones are coming to town and Gramps is
very resistant to this new technology until near
the end of the movie. A town-hall meeting by
the telephone company takes place to explain
to the residents how to use the rotary dial
phone and what the dial tone sounds like along
with the busy tone and ringin tone; Run time:
approx. 20 min .• B&W, Soun d
LATA E la
Prod ced b AT&T
xp ined u
y
to get
customers ready for the new terminology
"LATA" as it pertains to the local Bell Companies local and long distance calling regions.

- 1969 Telephone Story Poster
- 1976 Telephone Story Poster
- 1990's Telephone Story Poster
- Old Bell Labs Photos
- Found Groups of Miscellaneous Old
Photos
AT&T Website Sprockets clips:
- Telstar (clip 1)
- Telstar (clip 2)
- Transistor (clip 1)
- Transistor (clip 2)
_ Vitaphone
NOTE: Some DVD players made before 2003
h
bl
.h I
all
may ave pro ems WIt paying some or
of the movies on these DVD-R discs. See the
following links for more info on this technology
issue:
http://www.homemovie.com/compatibility.htm
http://www.rrgvideo.com/compatability_doc_.htm
http://www.betasptodvd.com/compatibility.htm
The cost I·S$20 for the first DVD of any volume
listed above. $12.50 for each additional DVD
or $75 for all six DVD·s. First Class postage
is included in the price of the disc(s). Payment
and Correspondence information listed above.
PayPal also available - call or E-mail.
S.P. ROBERTS
36 Peking Road
Scarboro. Ontario MIJ 2X4
CANADA
Tel: (416) 438-2959
FOR SALE
Pair of very rare Bell Book-ends. Wooden with
cast brass medallions and enamel "Telephone
Pioneers of America" logo. Includes March 5.
1935 date and location of first meeting of Canadian Branch. These were given to upper
management only. $250 for the pair • Also
for sale are (3) new W.E. Electron tubes used
in a telephone office. In original boxes - $50 ea.
DAVID GRILL
E-mail: growinold@COMCAST.NET
WANTED
Magnavox transmitter
headset (pictured
below). I will trade well for one. I just need the
transmitter part - from the square part in the
center up.

That Little Big Fellow - Animation and real
people showing how your telephone system
works. B&W. Silent
You Can Tell by the Teller - Instructional film
for telephone business office cashiers (tellers)
who interact with the public. with a heavy dose
of period sexism; 1945. Run time: 18:41.
Audio/Visual: Sd/&BW
Telegraph for America, 1956. Producer Transfilm; Sponsor: Western Union Telegraph
Co. - History, technology and 1950s-era practice of the telegraphy business; Run time:
19:30, B&W, Sound
Slide Shows:
- 1965 Telephone Story Poster
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-----------IADVERTISEMENTSIf----------Beat those winter blues!

MIDWEST VINTAGE
TELEPHONE SHOW & SALE
Featuring afantastic exhibit of rare
and one-of-a-kind Ericsson Telephone
Apparatus from the collection of Paul Sidey

Saturday, February 7, 2004
Mason, Michigan
Mason Antiques Special Events Center
Set-up at 7AM

Krispy Kremes & Starbucks Coffee
provided to registrants

SHOW OPENS TO PUBLIC AT 8AM
Free admission
Table donation $20; 2 for $30
Contact me with your questions:
517-641-4953
e-mail: katke@voyager.net
Send table donation to:

Ray Kotke, 15566 Park Lake Rd.
East Lansing, MI 48823
Sponsored by Ray Kotke & Gene Doom

JEREMY WALTERS
121 Skyway Drive
Vallejo, CA 94591
Tel: (707) 554-1014
WANTED
Rotary intercom shelf for Stromberg-Carlson
6K-1 Key System. I finally found the KSU, but
someone robbed the intercom shelf!
RAY KOTKE, No. 4061
15566 Park Laek Road
East Lansing, MI 48823
Tel: (517) 641-4953
E-mail: katke@voyager.net
WANTED
I need your broken & cracked bakelite phones.
AE lA's, AE34's, AE35's, AE40's, AE50's
and similar. Let's save them instead of scrapping them! Others as well, including North,
Kellogg (not Redbars), Stromberg-Carlson, and
Western Electric. Save those smashed Western
354's!! Pay cash or will allow trade-ins on my
colored and clear sets.
RON RACCIOPPI, No. 3376
P.O. Box 625
Dillsboro, NC 28725
Tel: (828) 293-2202
E-mail: FDLEPBA@aol.com
Chicago oilcan
faceplate.

WANTED
• North Electric transmitter

RICK SAINT
10075 Spotted Horse
Houston, TX 77064
Tel: (281) 807-9248 (evenings)
E-mail: rsaint@ev1.net
FOR SALE
40+ original receivers complete and tested,

DECEMBER 2003

WE, Kellogg, Stromberg Carlson, Dean, Auto.
Electric, others, WE 706, SC capsule - (like WE
706) SC brass bottom receivers, original shell
and cap - $40 to $700. Call or write for
availability. Also SC brass bottom parts, no
shells. 5 or 6 have small chps or cracks or
possibly wrong cap • NOS cloth on cloth
four-conductor line cords - Auto. Elec. &
Kellogg, $15 ea. Black rubber 202 receiver
cords, good cond., $5 ea. or (10) for $30; Good
original WE blue 302 line cord, three-wire, as
removed, faded, $20; (200) Old 8-type strain
reliev, .25 ea. used. • Magnetos - 2-, 5-bar different makes, $25-$35 ea.; early Viaduct 2-bar,
$50 • Three-slot paypnone LI0 AE locks as
is, no key, $8 ea.; locks (dummy - use
screwdriver), $15 ea., (3) or more $12 ea.; one
key, $20 ea., two for $15; Locks with two keys,
$20 ea. or (2) for $35 • Receiver & trans.
elements for aE 38 handset, $5; Kellogg
receiver elements, $5, Transmitters $2; AE 38
spitcup brass band handsets, $25; Kellogg and
Stromberg Carlson sputcup handsets, $15;
Early style Fl capsules, $5; El bullet transmitter and receiver parts - long receiver elements
tested good, $10 ea.; Original receiver disk $3
ea., both for $12 • Original cast iron battery
shelves, double and single, $20 ea., (4)for $60;
Two repro oak battery boxes for $20 plus
shipping • Original WE switch, $15 ea.; WE
323 trans: guts and plate, $10 ea.; Original
transmitter
cups, $15-$25; WE, Kellogg,
Stromberg, others? Short transmitter arms
and cups - WE, Kellogg, Stromberg, AE - $25
ea.; Original faceplate transmitters - Kellogg,
SC, others; Early unknown transmitter, stands
on feet - 1880's??-1890's?? $75 OBO; Julius Andrae cast-iron transmitter, w/induction coil and
screw-on transmitter ring, dirty - needs paint,
etc. - $80 • Small box AE subsets, coil and
term strip only, never had a ringer, $20;
Original Bell gongs - 2.5", $4 ea. and 3" for $5
ea.; Original transmitter arms, long & short,
American Gold Electrode, needs re-nickel, $35;
Original black cloth #4 dial jumper, wires with
spades 4" long used in 202's, $3 per pair; North
2.5" dia. AE #24 dials as removed. Long and
short switchhooks, several hundred induction
coils, WE #13, Kellogg, many others, Old WE
1317-type wall ringers • Old SWB papers,
1927-1936, letters, safety sheets, employment
and insurance booklets, 1927 magazines,
Southwestern Telephone News, The Safety
Belt, 1928 tickets to SWB game night. Best
offer. 39 pieces, plus several old letters and bills
SWB stamped, 30's and 40's (two dollars each)
or take all for $75 • TELEPHONE
PAPERS: Monday Morning Safety Talks -

J!<8rlY

Transmitter with mount

Framed record licensed under W.E.

8/1/27,6/20/27,5/14/27,7/25/27,6/6/27,6/13/27,
7/4/27,5/16/27;
First Issue?? Service Plus 1926;
The Safety Belt - 2/8/32, 11/32, 3/33, 9/34, 4/34,
9/35, 12/35
• Bell, Summary of Benefits

1927; SW Bell By-Laws 1926; Plan for
Employees Pensions and Benefits, Late revision date 1920, from the late 1920's??; Daily
Safety Sheets - 7/11/27, 7116/27, 7118/27,
7/19/27,
7/30/27;

7/25/27,

7/27/27,

7/28/27,

7/29/27

(2),

Telephone Almanac, four copies of
1957, 1950, 1936; Southwestern Telephone
News Magazine - January 1928, February
1928, March 1928; Assorted letters and bills
from Southwestern Bell • "RED" record
framed (18" dia.?) a product of MUZAK Corp.
licensed under patents of The Western Electric Co. W-962-A, Merle Pitt and his Orchestra,
$1000BO
• 12 NOS Radio Tubes, 29 total
tested good, ask for list • Northern Access
Control security panels, NlOOO-4, four door
panels, NI000-2, Two door panels for sale or
trade • Ask for photos of anything above will consider offers.

JOHN HUCKE BY, No. 587, 2440 W.
150N, New Castle, IN 47362, E-mail
j.a.huckeby@worldnet.att.net
FOR SALE:
Need a Christmas gift for your telephone
friend? ... 1996 Cobalt Blue ATCA Silver Anniv. Paperweight for Indy Show that year,
made with original W.E. mold - $25.
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PAUL TINNEY, No. 4032
9051 Triplett Rd.
No. Ft. Myers, FL 33917
E-mail: jpault@surfbest.net
FOR SALE
Monotype Automatic Electric magneto
switchboard. This switchboard once served the community of Maxwell, Indiana
and was removed from service when they
went to a dial office in the 1970's. It has
been in storage in Indiana ever since and
is in good (a little dusty) condition.
Everything is there except the operator's
headset. It has the original suspended
transmitter arm (shown lying on the key
shelf) that can be reattached to the top
in the original position. The dial was
original and used to connect the
subscribers to the rest of the world. The
board has 40 lines and 10 cord pairs and
was used for fun in my former home for
a while and worked fine. The buyer will
need to arrange for pick-up in Indiana
(F.O.B.) at my son's home and seller will
assist in making the arrangements. I am
offering this switchboard to the highest
bidder over $100. I will hold the bidding
open until February 1, 2004 at which time
it will be sold and buyer may make arrangements to pick it up at a mutually
convenient time. Checks will be accepted
subject to clearance by my bank.

MIKE DAVIS, No. 2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756-2623
Tel: (516) 735-9765
E-mail: mvtel@optonline.net
www.geocities.com/mikesvintagetelephone
WANTED
Western Electric #1 dial • American Bell
long pole • Old payphones and parts
•
Gray
50A payphone
•
5-cent
coin
collectors
• Western Electric touch tone
2-slot payphones.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Coin boxes with lids for payphones. They are
functional and in good condition. Short ones
for 2-slots $25 ea. and tall ones for single slots
$15 ea. • Top instruction card holders with
the frame that go on the top of 3-slot
payphones, $20 ea. • AT&T S203 Telephone
equipment, speakerphone. This is new in the
box. They are $30 ea. or take four (great gifts)
f
\00. I use one myself and it works great.

Do you have a photo of your
favorite phont to share?
Send It To John Huckeby
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BENNETT YOUNG
Tel: (970) 268-5606
E-mail: byoung@bwn.net
FOR SALE
(2)Walnut WE Type 21 ringer boxes - one complete with switch, the nother not - both have
correct generators and ringers.
JOHN DRESSER, No. 406
22584 Veronica Dr.
Salinas, CA 93908
Tel: (831) 484-1961
E-mail: fjdress@pacbell.net
WANTED
Western Electric top box with bell straps on
the front
• Western
Electric
inkwell
paperweight
• Glass-front top boxes.
JIM DECKER, No. 3559
Tel: (209) 836-2568
E-mail: jd2568@earthlink.net
WANTED
(2) 584 Subset; (1) 534 Subset; BSP's for Indentification,
Installation,
Connection,
Maintenance
of 641, 642 subsets;
(3)
3-conductor, 4-ft. switchboard cords with plug.

BILL MILITE, No. 3586
Tel: (440) 632-5514
E-mail: bmilit@access4Iess.net
WANTED
Western Electric walnut Type 301 "Farmer's
Set" wallphone cabinet or any wooden parts
any condition
• CArbon button for a Dean
electric trans. face • Bottom plate for
Western Electric non-dial candlestick.
TONY DeMARA
40231 Day Drive
Clinton Twp., MI 48038
E-mail: oldtvsandtoys@comcast.net
WANTED
Anyone in Michigan (near Detroit) to fix a Northern Electric payphone model 233.
DAN JACKSON, No. 3956
Tel: (919) 531-1174
E-mail: danjackson@earthlink.net
WANTED
WE 684 common battery subsets
covers for 584/684 subsets.

• Bakelite
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-----------1 ADVERTISEMENTS '1-----------RAY KOTKE, No. 4061
E-mail: katke@voyager.net
FOR SALE
Custom molded AE34s in
COLOR and Clear. These are
meticulously crafted utilizing
precise
molds from the
originals. All original components utlized. Clear AE 40s
and AE 1As in color available
very soon. Reserve yours
now! Also molding many
replacement parts to replace
your broken bakelite. Feel
free to contact me for colored
pictures, prices or references.

black desk phone, nice, $25 • Straight-line
ringers out of ITT 500 sets, $2 ea. • Dials
out of ITT 500 sets, $2 ea. • Trendline wall
and desk sets, some touch tone, mostly rot
$8 ea. for rotary and $15 ea. for touchtone
Seiscor, SSC-8 Talking Test Set part '.._.
9964·3326 - used in evaluating and isolating
subscriber carrier troubles. (I could fax or mail
a copy of the product bulletin.) $100.

FRANK HAGENBUCH, No. 2920
Tel: (570) 326-0932
E-mail: fhagenbuch@swcom.net
WANTED
Western Electric vacuum tube amplifiers,
vacuum tubes, speakers, microphones and
parts. Literature on these items also wanted.
LESTER RAYNER, No. 4054
5512 N. 71st Place
Scottsdale, AZ 85253
Tel: (480) 947·1375
FOR SALE
For those interested in early history of the
telephone, I have two booklets - The Birth and
Babyhood of the Telephone by Thomas Watson (Bell's assistant), and Historic Firsts by
Bell Telephone Laboratories, both well illustrated. Call:

EUGENE HUGHES, No. 2777
38W025 Spring Green Way
Batavia, IL 60510-9709
Tel: (630) 406-9733
Evmail: Travis0073@aol.com
WANTED
Western Electric 554 wallphones, soft plastic
pre·1959: charcoal gray, dark blue and brown.

JAMES A. GOODWIN, No. 554
1438 Fawnvalley Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63131
Tel: (314) 822-8138
.
Visit our website at:
http://sidberry.home.att.net
FOR SALE
My entire collection of several hundred phones
including candlesticks, single-box, double-box,
three-box, and fiddlebacks. All in both rare and
common models. Pictures of many of these
phones can be seen on our website at the address show above.

SEE YOU IN
ABILENE ON
APRIL 2&3!

DAVID MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
Tel: (215) 628·9490

POTBELLY
COFFEE MUG S 14.00
Luther Valley Historical Society, Inc.
P.O. Bocx 253
Footville, WI 53537
Footville Telephone Co.
1914 Office Restoration
Hours: Sat. 9 AM-Noon Year-round
Wed. 9 AM Noon Memorial Dr-Laber Day
If coming out from town, make an appointment
by calling 608·876-6892. Equipment and Endowment Fund donations appreciated. We are
a 501 Corporation.
BILL WHITLOW
6539 S.E. Lostine Road
Galena, KS 66739
Tel: (620) 848-3506
E-mail: whitcom@4state.com
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
NOS Grasshopper Fuses - 3/4, 1-113,and 3 amp
- any quantity at 10~ea. • NOS Stromberg
CArlson XY switches, still in unopened boxes,
$12 ea. • AE Selector Switches - D-205878-A
and DH-580281-A19-A, $10 ea. • Stromberg
Carlson Wire Chief Test Box, $50 • (3)#2835
ITT 10-button key phones; (2) #2830 ITT
lO-button key phones - all in nice condition. $10
ea. or all (5) for $40 • New "Country Junction, Spirit of St. Louis" touch tone wooden
wallphone replica, $60 • #575 ITT 2-line

FOR SALE
Automatic Electric Type 40 desk phone, "bottom cover plates" covered with black felt, unused, with noting else on the plates - (2)
$20 • Western Elecctric touchtone .
35D3A 82SP8, connected to a frame, for a caru
dialer, with the card slot and the start button,
the entire unit is called a 36E dial, unused in
its box, $25 • Photo (see above) of the Colonial payphone holders from my October ad $55 ea. • Glass telephone canteen or gas
pump globe-shaped sign, two sided, 1939 Bell.
This is the earlier type with the removable
glass panels on a milk glass frame, one panel
has a crac k in it - $800 • Western Electric
wall switches and hooks from last month's ad
- now $20 per set or (6) sets for $100 • The
91 first day covers are with stamps and cancelled, dated 1940 to 1976, consisting of the 1947
Centennial, Western Electric, Trans Atlantic
Cable, Telestar, Centennial of Phones, Echo 1
and 2, Mercury, Communications Satellite,
Space Shuttle, Voyager 1 and 2, early
telephone memories, space lab mission, and extras, all for $150.
WANTED
Telegraph signs and call boxes that I do not
have.
ROB HONEYCUTT
131 Century Dr.
Columbia, SC 29212
Tel: (808) 772-2379
E-mail: sumterphone@att.net
WANTED
Copy of BSP C42.102 Coin Collectors - Mi
slot types, description and operation. Nee
copy dated before 1950, Issue 1 or 2, earlier the
better
• Still looking for casst 3-slot
backboard as pictured in last issue.
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